Introduction
The exploration of Zemlya Frantsa-Iosifa took several decades and involved many different nations and expeditions during the heroic age of polar exploration. This included three separate American expeditions that operated in the islands in the years [1898] [1899] [1900] [1901] [1902] [1903] [1904] [1905] . These were the Wellman polar expedition in the years 1898-1899, the Baldwin-Ziegler polar expedition from [1901] [1902] , and the Ziegler polar expedition from 1903-1905. In the spring of 1902, the second of these American expeditions, led by Evelyn Briggs Baldwin, created a small supply camp on Ostrov Grili, in the approximate centre of the archipelago. Baldwin named it Kane Lodge after the American polar explorer Elisha Kent Kane (1820 Kane ( -1857 . Two other main depots were established farther north, on Ostrov Koburg [Coburg Island] and at Mys Auk [Cape Auk] on Ostrov Rudol'fa, which became the northernmost point reached by the expedition. Between the end of January and the end of March, 1902, Baldwin led a near continuous pack train of humans, dogs and ponies between Ostrov Aldzher and Ostrov Rudol'fa, establishing depots that, when completed, he eventually decided not to use.
When Baldwin returned to northern Norway in the summer of 1902, his patron, William Ziegler, removed him from any further involvement and replaced him with Anthony Fiala, a commercial artist who had been photographer during Baldwin's expedition. Fiala did This was a major leap from Baldwin's limited efforts, but very soon thereafter matters deteriorated for Anthony Fiala. Over the course of two years in the islands, Fiala went little further than the northeast coast of Ostrov Rudol'fa at Mys Fligeli [Cape Fligely] . He lost the ship in a storm at Bukhta Teplitsa (Fiala 1906b: 355) and mounted three attempts on the pole (two in March of 1904 and one in 1905) that were little more than extended day trips across the Ostrov Rudol'fa ice dome. After the 1904 attempts, with no unified leadership, the expedition disintegrated into various factions. The men scattered in a disorganised triangle bounded by Mys Flora [Cape Flora], Bukhta Teplitsa, and Camp Ziegler on Ostrov Aldzher.
After a second winter in the islands, Fiala made another brief attempt on the pole in March 1905. Before leaving for the north, Fiala ordered the party of men remaining at Camp Abruzzi to begin to lay down supplies at points between Ostrova Rudol'fa and Aldzher, in anticipation of the whole expedition moving southwards after the polar attempt. This retreat came quickly, with Fiala abandoning the polar attempt on 22 March after just a week in the field and before reaching 82
• N. By the first of April, the polar party had returned to Camp Abruzzi and prepared its journey homeward.
Fiala's line of retreat would follow the trail of supply caches that had been laid between Ostrov Aldzher and Ostrov Rudol'fa by Baldwin's expedition in the spring of 1902. Before initiating his retreat, however, Fiala received a letter from his men at Mys Flora begging for 'tobacco and supplies' (Fiala 1906: 180) ; 'supplies' on this expedition generally being a euphemism for whatever alcohol was left in the Camp Abruzzi stores.
On 11 April, Fiala sent a team with two sledges loaded with these supplies to Mys Flora. After delivering them, he ordered this party to head for Kane Lodge on Ostrov Grili 'and spend the spring and early summer hauling food and supplies from there to Camp Ziegler. [Fiala] arranged for still another party to work between Camp Abruzzi and Kane Lodge and to move the larger part of the cache on Ostrov Koburg to the latter place. From Kane Lodge both parties would unite in moving the stores to Camp Ziegler' (Fiala 1906: 180-181 On 30 July, a relief ship appeared off Mys Dillona [Cape Dillon]. After picking up the part of the expedition stranded at Mys Flora, it returned to take Fiala and his remaining men away from Camp Ziegler and back to Norway. The expedition's attempts on the pole had been little more than a farce, but it did not come away from the islands entirely empty handed. Russell Porter had done some important mapping of the islands (see Fiala 1906: endpapers) , and this allowed Fiala to name several new islands and straits in the archipelago, including islands named for both Ziegler (Ostrov Tsiglera) and Ziegler's personal assistant, William Champ (Ostrov Champ).
Sites associated with the Ziegler polar expedition
With its nearly unlimited budget, long stay in the islands, fragmented parties, and access to previously constructed expedition camps and caches, the Ziegler polar expedition left a large scatter of archaeological sites across the length and breadth of Zemlya Frantsa-Iosifa (Fig. 1) The main Ziegler base camp, Camp Abruzzi at Bukhta Teplitsa, consisted of two main structures as well as pony stables and a dog enclosure. There were several associated smaller structures, including a magnetic observatory and a stellar observatory. This observatory structure was located on a ridge above and behind the main buildings, and is a spot where Fiala wrote that he had cached a rifle, ammunition, sledge, clothing, a kayak and other camping gear prior to his final retreat in May of 1905. A newspaper was printed at the camp using a substantial printing press. Of sites associated with the expedition that have not yet been located, the West Camp on Ostrov Aldzher was an ancillary camp and cache built by Baldwin and also used by Fiala. Fiala notes that is was six miles west of Camp Ziegler, and he reached Camp Ziegler from West Camp by sledge in 1.5 hours. Here the expedition stored coal and provisions, and Fiala also cached a canoe at the site.
The steamer America was heavily damaged by ice in Bukhta Teplitsa in November 1903. The ship finally disappeared at its mooring in a fierce storm sometime between 21-23 January 1904. Before the ship was torn apart, a 682 kgs (1500 lbs) galley stove was moved ashore from the ship. Also moved ashore were machine tools, dynamos, spars, sails, a lathe, a small engine, all of which were used to create a machine shop. A steam boiler was created by jury rigging one of the surviving gas generating tanks from a failed experiment by the Duke of the Abruzzi to use balloons on his expedition. This boiler was used to light Fiala's camp and, later, to turn a whale boat into a steam launch which was used for a summer trip through the islands before it, too, was wrecked and lost.
So-called 'temporary camps' were established in the spring of 1904 as the expedition straggled southwards to Mys Flora following the two failed attempts to proceed north that April. These were located on Ostrov Koburg, a cache that had been built originally by Baldwin's expedition, then occupied by Fiala in 1904, and Yevgeny Federov (Federov 1983: 103-106 ) marveled at the extent of the material Fiala had left behind on Ostrov Rudol'fa, as did Mikhail Vodopyanov, who flew from the island toward the pole in the 1930s. Vodopyanov visited Fiala's base after some of his colleagues had cleared it of snow, noting the large amount of expedition gear along with 'wine, alcohol and books, including eighteen Bibles,' and then follows these with a list that includes: 'top-hats, tail-coats, patent-leather shoes, shirt-fronts, neckties, combs and even gold-plated skis' (Vodopyanov 2001: 189 ). Vodopyanov's list seems to be only slightly exaggerated by Soviet era views regarding the wealth of Americans. The annotated maps in the papers of geographer Ernest Leffingwell, a member of the Baldwin expedition, and the lists of supply caches in the papers of Anton Vedoe, a Swedish member of both the Baldwin and Fiala expeditions, confirm the impression of an American polar expedition with almost as many potato chips as pounds of pemmican. The lists in the Vedoe papers, transcribed directly here, also contain brief geographical descriptions of the locations of the caches, locations confirmed by Leffingwell's annotated map of the supply route (Fig. 2) .
The centrepiece of these sites is clearly the major supply depot of Kane Lodge on Ostrov Grili. A structure was constructed here by Baldwin and used by Fiala during the 1905 retreat. But neither expedition seems to have photographed the site or described it in any detail so it is not known just how large the actual structure was. Fiala describes it only as a 'shelter' (Fiala 1906a: 477 ).
Vedoe's list of the supplies cached there, however, suggests that it must have been a substantial expedition hut and one that functioned as the main point of resupply on the sledge route from Camp Ziegler on Ostrov Aldzher north to Camp Abruzzi on Ostrov Rudol'fa. The only other cache site in Vedoe's records that could hold potentially substantial remains is that located on the southwest corner of Ostrov Viner-Neyshtadt, where Fiala's expedition cached a 3m boat, some oars, and a horse sled, among other supplies. Vedoe's list is as follows.
1 'Everywhere there were order books, receipts and "guides" to the stores, i.e. small books of examples of the symbols on the various types of equipment (e.g. a black cross for veterinarian equipment).' However, he admitted ruefully that 'This latter is very sensible; it is something that we lack and therein lies our mistake' (Shmidt 1962: 35-36 ). Shmidt also instituted perhaps the first cultural resource rules for an historic site in the islands. 'Shmidt gave permission for everyone to go ashore, but also issued strict instructions about pilfering. Each member of the expedition could take only one small, discarded item as a souvenir, e.g. a label from a broken case, a rusted knife, or a notebook. Before leaving the party erected a memorial tablet to Querini, Stöcken and Ollier, the support party for Cagni's polar attempt in 1900, who went missing on the return journey to Bukhta Teplitsa' (Wiese 1929: 128) .
In the past decade, ice-breaking and ice-strengthened ships have begun regular tourist excursions, bringing an increasing number of visitors in contact with the archaeological fabric of the archipelago. Visits to several historic sites in the archipelago in 2006, including Mys Flora, the Nansen hut on Ostrov Dzheksona [Jackson Island] , and the Wellman base camp on Ostrov Gallya, indicate that little if anything has been done in the way of offering basic protection to the historical archaeology of polar exploration in the islands, such as established tourist pathways around features or wayside panels explaining the significance of the sites.
It is a condition of affairs that has been long recognised. As early as August 1930, when another expedition on Georgy Sedov searched the Camp Ziegler site on Ostrov Aldzher, 'two boatloads of sightseers' found to their dismay that it had been heavily disturbed (SokolovMikitov 1951: 46-47) . A number of buildings were explored, and inside was a confusion of expedition gear, medical supplies and cans of spoiled food. 'As at Mys Flora remains of equipment and food were strewn about in total disorder. However Urvantsev did find some cases of pemmican and chocolate in good condition in a store hut; these were appropriated for the Severnaya Zemlya expedition' (Wiese 1930: 62) .
The Russians decried the looting apparent at Baldwin's base camp (even as they engaged in it) and implored the Soviet government to protect these artifacts that were seen as being 'of great historical interest' (New York Times 5 August 1930: 18) .
Of the sites of the various depot scattered throughout the islands by the Ziegler polar expedition, some were destroyed during the expedition itself. Much of a large cache of supplies placed near Mys Auk on Ostrov Rudol'fa during the northernmost advance of the Baldwin expedition was retrieved by the crew of the America in late 1903. The remaining material at the depot was destroyed in a landfall in early 1904. Other sites, like the wreck of the America in Bukhta Teplitsa or the West Camp site on Ostrov Aldzher, have never been located.
The area around Bukhta Teplitsa eventually became a substantial Soviet weather station and, in the 1930s, a staging point for research flights to the North Pole. Working on the island during this time, Yevgeny Federov described the remains of Camp Abruzzi and the other polar expedition base camps arrayed around Bukhta Teplitsa as 'a museum telling about the race to the Pole at the turn of the century' and added that this was a museum in great need of being put in order (Federov 1983: 106) . Federov, like the visitors from Georgy Sedov, realised that such sites as Camp Abruzzi, Camp Ziegler, and Mys Flora, had been pillaged for reusable materials by visitors from other scientific and military expeditions since their abandonment.
Mys Flora today serves as the entry point of most tourist cruises to the islands and for those tourist laden Russian icebreakers transiting the islands on the way to and from the North Pole (Figs. 3) . As such, the archaeological remains at Mys Flora have been steadily reduced in character and content by both cultural and natural formation processes (see, for example, Hansson and Norris 1995: 155; Fig. 4) . The original JacksonHarmsworth expedition huts have been reduced to outlines in the soil, while the overwintering hut of Leigh Smith that was located near the steep sea-side cliff has been washed into the sea.
Current tourist cruises in the islands, such as those in which the author participated in 2006, have a more or less predictable routine that includes a first stop at Mys Flora, followed by an almost ritualised visit to the Nansen hut on Ostrov Dzheksona (Fig. 5) . Then, depending on ice conditions, tours try to visit the bird colonies at Skala Rubini [Rubini Rock], the rounded stone formations of Ostrov Champ, and the Wellman camp remains at Ostrov Gallya. Little meaningful cultural resource guidance is given to these substantial groups of tourists, which numbered more than 100 visitors to a site at a time.
Likewise, historical background materials were scant. In fact, in these instances, there was a deliberate attempt not to place too much emphasis on historic remains. It was thought that tourists would not stand for too much history without balancing visits to historic sites with a roughly equivalent number of visits to sites of natural history interest such as Skala Rubini and Ostrov Champ.
This 'touristic balance,' as it were, currently serves to keep the tourist cruises away from all of the Ziegler polar expedition sites with the exception of the occasional visit to Camp Ziegler. In 26 days on board Yamal in 2006, less than five hours in total was spent at the remains of historic sites in the islands and, as noted, these visits followed a pattern that, for now, appears unlikely to change.
Given the almost complete obscurity of the American exploration of Franz Josef Land, it seems unlikely that tourist cruises to the islands in the near term will substantially vary these programmes. Historical obscurity does serve a useful role in helping to shield any archaeological remains of the era from the interest of large tour operators, as opposed to earlier Soviet expeditions that were on the lookout for both supplies and souvenirs. However, as such tourist itineraries inevitably become stale, it cannot be discounted that such cruises will venture more deeply into the more obscure parts of the archipelago's place in Arctic history and exploration. This will lead such tours, sooner or later, into the cluster of sites that we can refer to as the 'American supply trail.' Here, sites like Kane Lodge hold the potential to reveal, in the words of Mikhail Vodopyanov, that 'the wealthy American [Ziegler] had spared no expense to gratify his vanity' (Vodopyanov 2001: 188-189) .
In contrast to the heavily visited or re-used sites related to the Ziegler, the chain of sites that comprise the 'American supply trail' of the spring of 1905, which had Kane Lodge as its fulcrum, has never been recorded or explored as the unified set of archaeological sites that it is. An example of the type of evidence that might still be found along the trail is the turn of the century ski found by Magnus Forsberg on Ostrov Champ in 2006 (Capelotti 2007) .
When speaking of this 'American supply trail', we need to separate out the northern terminus at Camp Abruzzi and the southern terminus at Camp Ziegler. As noted, these two sites have seen heavy visitation by scientists and military personnel (Camp Abruzzi) and scientists and tourists (Camp Ziegler). Of the remaining sites in the trail, there is no recorded history of use during either the post Ziegler polar expedition period or in fact any Soviet era or post Soviet era (1991-present) scientific or military reuse or tourism visitations (Krenke 1995: 129-147) . They are therefore potentially unique in the historical archaeology of polar exploration. When Fiala's expedition began its retreat from Ostrov Rudol'fa in 1905, it used and greatly expanded upon the trail built by Baldwin's expedition in [1901] [1902] . This 160 km long supply route from Camp Abruzzi to Camp Ziegler offers the greatest potential for significant future archaeological finds related to the American attempts to the reach the pole from Zemlya Frantsa-Iosifa between 1898-1905. The level of detail in the cache lists suggests a comprehensive material culture of polar exploration at the turn of the 20th century. This includes technologies related to both overland and maritime travel, food supplies and processing, clothing, animal feed, communications, shelter, and weaponry with nearly 700 rounds of unused ammunition.
This 'American supply trail', if studied as a unified archaeological site and afforded a level of cultural resource protection consistent with its unique character, could set an important precedent in the study, preservation and management of sites of exploration in the Russian Arctic. Other undiscovered sites, such as the 'temporary camp' on Ostrov Payera used by Fiala as a brief encampment for his entire party during his first retreat from Camp Abruzzi on 4 May 1904, would also be worth searching for any traces of a temporary encampment by a large polar party.
Given that any new archaeological research in the islands must originate, coordinate or cooperate with Russian cultural resource management authorities, such a conception and plan will be fraught with challenges both local and international. One such project that holds the potential as a model of such a venture is the International Marine Arctic Complex Expedition (IMACE), a joint Russian-Swiss expedition with plans to search for archaeological evidence of historic polar expeditions that have staged in Zemlya Frantsa-Iosifa, the Ziegler expedition included (IMACE 2009 ). This expedition's purpose is announced as the 'finding and examination of the historical sites evidencing discovery and development of the Arctic' along with studies of climate change and other natural history subjects. The cache lists from the Ziegler expedition can provide guidance to such expeditions, as well as to local cultural resource authorities, to both the location of comparative archaeological data and to such practical concerns as the potentially lethal ammunition that might remain in the cache sites.
The lists serve both to narrow potentially enormous survey areas for archaeological field research and to alert archaeologists to known quantities of hazardous materials. If this research could lead to both survey and preservation, as well as actual demarcation of the trail with historical particulars and brief historical publications, it will have accomplished the kinds of necessary precautions against mass disturbance that are now a commonplace in similar heavy Arctic tourist areas such as Svalbard.
Conclusions
Recently located cache lists from the Ziegler polar expedition suggest the existence of numerous potential archaeological sites created or expanded by the expedition as it made its marches through the islands of Zemlya FrantsaIosifa. These data reveal a supply route that stretches 160 km from the remains of Camp Ziegler on Ostrov Aldzher to the remains of Camp Abruzzi on Ostrov Rudol'fa that has never been explored as the continuous line of potential archaeological evidence of American polar exploration that it is.
Since these sites are little known or marked, and poorly understood within the history of Arctic exploration, a single careless landing by over a hundred heavily clad tourists could permanently alter the original character of the sites and make future historical archaeology studies problematic. The level of detail in the lists of these cache sites can be employed by cultural resource management authorities involved in the preservation of the historical archaeology of the islands to mitigate adverse affects to the sites from the recent increase in tourist expeditions.
The lists also provide warnings with regard to potentially hazardous materials located in these cache sites in terms of unused ordnance. By facilitating the discovery and inventory of any surviving archaeological materials, these can now be identified, catalogued and possibly recovered and preserved with greater accuracy and benefit to the study of the material culture of American polar exploration.
